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Časopis pro pěstování matematiky a fysiky, roč. 73 (1948)

Measurement of Permeability and Ferromagnetic
Resonance at Microwave Frequencies.
I. Simon, Praha.
Two new methods are described for measurement of permeability of
ferromagnetic substances in the centimeter-wave range. The first one is sui
table for thin films and for a moderately wide frequency band, the second
one is used for thin wires and for the lower end of the centimeter-wave band
(below 10 cm). The last p a r t of the paper contains some permeability data
obtained for nickel films a t wavelengths 12,4 and 3,20 cm and for nickel
wires a wavelength of .3,20 cm in super imposed d. c. magnetic field (ferro
magnetic resonance).

I. Introduction. The dispersion of permeability in the centi
meter-wave band is of great value for understanding the elemen
tary magnetisation processes and has been therefore extensively
studied for a long time. An exhaustive survey of all experimental
methods and results has been given by Allanson.1) The theoretical
aspects of the problem have been recently discussed by Kittel. 2 ) In
despite of the great number of papers published until now the re
sults of individual investigations are not always in a satisfactory
agreement and the question of the nature of the dispersion does not
seem to be settled. For this reason there is still a need for further
measurements especially as concerns, the newly discovered effect of
so called ferromagnetic resonance in d. c. magnetic fields. We have
devised and tried out two different methods for measurements on
thin films and wires, both based on the existence of skin-effect
and giving thus the resistive part ptR of permeability'
II. Measurements on thin films. The method is based upon the
shielding effect of a film placed between two inductively coupled
loops (Fig. 1). The film is produced by evaporating the metal in
a high vacuum on a supporting glass plate. The permeability is.
determined from the shielding effect of the investigated ferro
magnetic film compared with that of a nonferromagnetic one.
1

) Allanson: The permeability of ferr6magnetic materials a t high fre
quencies between 10* and i 0 1 0 c/s. J . Inst. El. Eng. 97 (III), 247 (1945).
a
) C. Kittel: Theory of dispersion of permeability e t c Phys. Rev. 79,.
281 (1946).
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The shielding effect depends upon //, Q9 d and co (fi being perme
ability, Q specific resistance, d thickness and co cyclic frequency) and
upon the geometrical configuration of the measuring system. To
eliminate this latter factor all measurements must be made under
the same geometrical configuration. The distance between the loops
and the film must be kept constant, all specimens must have the
frtm
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Fig, 1. Arrangement for measurement of the shielding effect of thin films.

same lateral dimensions, the loops must be small as compared with
the wavelength and there must be no stray coupling between the
loops. All this must be guaranteed by an appropriate mechanical
construction. Under these suppositions we can find the conditions
under which two films of different materials possess the same shielding effect.
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ITig. 2. Currents induced in the film and definition of the coordinate system.

Let us suppose that both the straight parts of the loops are
extremely thin as compared with their length and the distance from
the film. Further that the surface of the film is very large and its
thickness very small as compared with the distances z and z'\ and
the coordinates defined according to the Fig. 2.
The shielding effect of the film may then be interpreted as
follows: The current It flowing through the wire 1 is inducing
another current in the wire 2 and on the other hand induces linear
currents within the film, parallel to the axis Y. The latter currents
42

produce a magnetic field which is opposite to t h e effect of the pri
mary field. Let us suppose further t h a t the thickness and permeabi
lity of the film are so small t h a t its static magnetic moment may be •
neglected. When we denote the ^-component of the field produced
by the currents in the film by H2x and the ^-component of the field
in the place of the wire 2 produced by the current Ix in absence of t h e
film by Hlx we can define the transmission factor of the film as
fraction
rj =
Hlx/H2x.
The magnetic field have only the x- and ^-components HX9 Ht
the electric field only the component Ey.
The primary magnetic field H1 inside the film is a function of
x, z and t (time) of a form
Hi = e x p [jcot — yz] . f(x),
y =(l+j)c~i
]/27Zf,co/Q.
(1)
The function f(x) decribes in the plane z = 0 t h e decrease of the
field with the distance x and is given only by t h e geometry of the
problem. The intensity of the electric field inside the film at a distan
ce x follows from Maxwells equation

/""7i/» d '

(omitting the periodic time factor)

X

Ey = — c—ycoju, . exp [— yz] jf(x)
o
and the current density inside the film is

dx

i = — c^cofia . exp [— yz] jf(x) dx,
o
a being t h e specific conductivity of the film. The total effect of all
elementary linear currents in the film builds u p — according to
the Biot-Savart's law — the secondary field H2 in the place of t h e
wire 2. I t s ^-component is:
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By using eq. (1) and supposing yd « 1 we obtain finally
00

H2x = -£-y*dfF(x)dx.

(2)

— 00

The value of the integral on the right side depends only upon
the kind of the function F(x). In every case it is a constant depending upon the geometry of the problem (here upon z and z'). Under
the assumption of negligible static magnetic moment of the film the
field //is is also only function of the distance z + z' and thus rj depends only upon y2d.
When there are two films which under the same geometrical
configuration and the same frequency possess the same transmission
factor r\ then it must be
ri2di = yjd2
or
Comparing a ferromagnetic film (/*-_ -= ju) with a nonferromagnetic one (fi2 = 1) we have:
JU = o2d2loxdx = QidzJQ^.
(3)
III. Measurements on thin wires. In the case of a wire of circular
cross section the relative increase of resistance # -= R/R0 (RQ being
the d. c. resistance) is a function of the argument

f==V^5/;

(4>

# = 0(f).
The transcendental function # is well known and tabulated for
example in the Bureau of Standards Circular No. 74.
The measurement of # is performed by means of an arrange. ment sketched on Fig. 3. Across a waveguide is stretched a ferromagnetic wire together with a nonmagnetic wire used for comparison. Both are parallel to the direction of the electric field and the
high frequency voltage applied across them is the same. Their
^distance is so great that their mutual influence may be neglected.
The Wires are used as bolometers. For separating the d. c. circuits
thie waveguide section is longitudinally cut along tl\e middle plane
and the plate with' the common point of the wires is x^apacitively
separated from the waveguide.
Let us denote Jt and R$ the high frequency and d. c. resistances
of the ferromagnetic wire, R' and R'0 the same for the nonmagnetic
wire. If I and JT' are the high frequency currents flowing in the wires
and J0, J' 0 the dL c. calibrating currents producing the same heating
of the wires we may write
*
„ .
U

RI* = J W
RT* = i."o/'o4
RI
=RT.
Then we obtain for ft of the ferromagnetic wire

(5)

m

R
11 a\ R oR
(6)
Ra
Ä,»
The currents I0 and F0 are obtained from the d. c. calibrating curves
of the wires, J?'0 and R0 are known and R' (for the nonmagnetic
wire is /u = 1) is calculated by means of eqs. (4) and (5). To the #
obtained in this way we find corresponding £ in the tables and from
this
& =

Fig. 3. Arrangement of a ferromagnetic and a nonmagnetic bolometer wire in
a waveguide section.

l2.Д0
(?)
џ 0,255 . / . V
j being frequency im Mcjs, Mength of the wire in cm.
In the formula (6) the difference between uniform distribution
of the d. c. along the wire and a sinusoidal distribution in the case
of high frequency current is neglected. Also the cooling effect at the
ends of the wire is neglected. Appropriate corrections would appear
as factors at I0 and I'0 which would have the same value (and there
fore cancel each other) in the case that both wires have not very
different resistance, diameter, length and thermal conductivity.
IV. Experimental results for nickel. First measurements have
been made on nickel as there have been at our disposal very pure
specimens of vacuum annealed nickel wires and strips from Heraeus
<99,8% Ni, less than 0,2% Mn).
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Measurements on films have been made with an apparatus
according to Fig. 1 and on a low power level (magnetron oscillators
for 3,2 and 12,4 cms of about 10 to 50 mw output, respectively).
Two sets of films have been prepared by evaporation of nickel and
silver in vacuo on glass plates 30 mm in dia. and 1,5 mm thick. The
thickness of the films ranging from about 500 to 3000 A has been
determined by means of an interferometer. For a given wavelength
there have been selected from both
sets two films showing the same
transmission factor rj, and then ju
/
ZC
has been computed from the eq. (3).
ł
As the conductivity a for evaporated
/
ť
films differs from that of the massive
metal and depends upon the thick
ю
ness it had to be determined for
8
each specimen separately.
Є
It appeared however, that the
static permeability of the films de
*
pends upon the thickness and de
creases towards unity for very thin
films (Fig. 4). The results obtained
/•
with this method cannot therefore
be considered fully valid for solid
nickel. In order to approach closer
/
*ä
to the case of solid metal the thick
20*
1m
\)
зmA
ness should be at least 10 000 A. The
transmission factor rj would be then
Fig. 4. Static permeability of
very low and its measurement would
nickel films as a function of
become very inaccurate.
thickness.
The results are as follows:
For 12,4 cms wavelength: dAg = 1050 A, QAg = 0,28 . 10~ 4 Q .
. cm, dNi = 2950 A, QNi = 1,80 . 1 0 - 4 Q . cm, r\Ag = r\Ni = 0,21..
fx = 2,3. For 3,20 cms wavelength: dAg *= 460 A, QAg = 2,5 . 10- 4 *Q.
• cm, dNi = 640 A, QNi = 5,1 . 10 4 Q . cm, r)Ag = rjm = 0,12, fi =
- 1,4.
Ferromagnetic resonance effect in superimposed d. c. magne
tic field has not been found in any nickel film between 500 to
2000 A in thickness.
Measurements on nickel wires by the second method have been
performed with an arrangement according to the Fig. 3. The wave
guide section (13 X 28 mm) has been coupled by means of a matching
device to the output of a 725 — A — type pulsed magnetron wor
king in 3-cm wave —- band. Changes in the d. c. resistance of the
wires have been measured by means of a General-Radio Co Bridge
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type 650 —- A, with external galvanometer. Nickel wires had diameters from 0,03 to 0,07 mm, platinum wires about 0,01 to 0,02 mm.
' The results for 3,20 cm wavelength and for a nickel wire
0,04 mm dia. are: I0 = 0,096 amp., R0 = 1,91 ohm, I = 11,2 mm.
Platinum wire: 0,01 mm dia., I'Q = 0,035 amp., R'Q ==. 11,7 ohm,
R' = 23,4 ohm (computed), I == 11,1 mm. From there numbers
follows: # = R/R0 = 9,40, £ = 25,8 and p = 4,60.
The bridge current through the nickel wire was less than 5 ma.
High frequency current did not cause a magnetic field strength on
the surface of the wire greater than 10 gauss.
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Fig. 5. Ferromagnetic resonance effect in nickel wire at a wavelength of
3,20 cm with magnetic field paralel and perpendicular to the axis of the wire.

With the same arrangement an attempt has been made to
measure the ferromagnetic resonance effect discovered by Griffiths.3) 4) The results are shown in Fig. 5. The end with the wires
has been placed between the poles of an electromagnet with the
wires either parallel or at a right angle to the magnetic field. The
effect has been found only in the first case. In the second case there
is no influence of the d. c. field on the permeability.
As the high-frequency current in the nickel wire increased with
the field although the potential difference voltage across the ends
was constant it must be concluded that the high frequency resistance
was diminished. Therefore the permeability decreases with the field,
contrary to the results obtained by the Q-method by Griffiths. The
resonance field strength (about 1100 gauss) is, however, in a good
agreement with the value found by Griffiths.
3
) Griffiths: Anomalous high-frequency resistance of ferromagnetic
metals; Nature, 158, 670, 1946.
4
) Kittel: Interpretation of anomalous Larmor frequencies in ferromagnetic resonance experiments; Phys. Rev. 71, 270, 1946.
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Měření permeability a feromagnetické resonance
při ultrafrekvencích.
(Obsah předešlého článku.)

V této práci jsou popsány dvě nové methody pro měření perme
ability ferromagnetických látek v oboru centimetrových vln. Prvá
z method je vhodná pro velmi tenké vrstvy a poměrně široké frek
venční pásmo, zatím co druhá je určena pro tenké drátky a pro dolní
ěást oboru centimetrových vln (obor pod 10 cm). Ve čtvrtém oddílu
této práce jsou uvedeny některé hodnoty permeability niklových
vrstev pro vlnové délky 12,4 a 3,20 cm, dále pro niklové dráty pro
vlnovou délku 3,20 cm v superponovaném stejnosměrném magne
tickém poli (ferromágnetická resonance).
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